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Introduction

The RODAIN Database System has been designed to be used in telecommunications. It is a highly available real-time object-oriented database system [1, 2]. The main challenge is that typical transactions are heterogeneous: short simple queries, simple updates, and long massive updates. Further discussion on databases in telecommunications can be found in [3].

A RODAIN node consists of a primary node and of a mirror node that are symmetrical and have the same subsystems but their functionality depends on the role. The User Request Interpreter Subsystem (URIS) accepts client requests and forwards them to the Transaction Process (TRP). Each TRP executes one transaction at a time but can handle sequential execution of multiple transactions. The Run-time Transaction Controller (RTC) allocates a TRP for an arriving transaction. TRPs execute the transactions and access the database through Object Request Dispatcher (ORD). ORD sends transaction logs to Fault-Tolerance and Recovery Subsystem (FTRS) for storing. The FTRS on Primary Node communicates with the FTRS on Mirror Node to store the logs permanently in the Secondary Storage Subsystem (SSS). Watchdog monitors the other processes and initiates node recovery actions when needed.

Issues in High Availability

The requirement of high availability has lead us to use node replication. In RODAIN we have two identical nodes that can change their functionality according the changes in the other node. The whole system can tolerate failure of either one of the identical nodes. The remaining node will still maintain the system functionality and execute the transaction requests but with a lower level of performance.

The concept of multiple nodes requires some communication between the nodes. FTRS is responsible of the communication between Primary and Mirror Nodes. On the Primary Node FTRS sends the log records to the Mirror Node and receives the acknowledgements of commit records. On the Mirror Node it receives the log records and sends the acknowledgements. Since we assume the communication channel to be reliable and to have a bounded message transfer delay, one node can notice the failure of the other node simply from the missing messages.

The Watchdog subsystem exists to notice failures of other subsystems. It can start new transaction process if one has failed. Failure of any other subsystem except TRP requires a full restart of the node.

Third subsystem that might have features for high availability is the User Request Interpreter Subsystem. It may support failure masking from the client. If there is no support then a client notices the failure of Primary Node only from nonexisting reply to a request it has made. On the other hand URIS (on Mirror Node) can keep a list of all arrived transaction requests that have not yet been answered. Should the Primary fail, the URIS on Mirror Node can re-execute all the requests. Our architecture does not support migration of partially executed transactions. The transaction can be executed totally on the Mirror Node or the URIS can simply send indication of execution failure to the client.

In the case of Primary Node failure, Mirror Node becomes new Primary Node and starts transaction processing. The failed node always recovers to Mirror Node by loading database image and logs from permanent storage on SSS.
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